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Australian Gourmet Traveller Wine, Jeremy Oliver - NOV 2016

“Elegant and finely crafted, this fragrant, lively cabernet blend is ideal for early drinking 
or short-term cellaring. Laced with suggestions of pepper, spice and a fresh violet-like 
perfume, its bouquet of cassis, redcurrants and fresh cedar/vanilla oak precedes a juicy, 
sweetly fruited but gentle and pliant palate whose intense core of flavour is appropriately 
matched by fresh cedar/vanilla oak.”

Wine Business Magazine, Tyson Stelzer - OCT 2016

92 POINTS
“Beautifully fragrant and elegant, in a restrained lunchtime claret style, confidently 
cabernet led with structure and fine-boned definition, fleshed out subtly with shiraz. 
Rose petal lift introduces a red and blackcurrant palate with cedar notes and elegant 
persistence.”

The Age Wine Guide, Huon Hooke - OCT 2016

90 POINTS
“Fruit leads the way here, with sweet blackberry and briary aromas plus subtle banana like 
nuances. It’s full-bodied with ripe tannins and an appealing after-grip. Ageing? Drink now to 
12 years.”

James Halliday 2017 Wine Companion - AUG 2016

91 POINTS
“This sits in an excellent place. In terms of widely-available reds, this takes some beating on 
the value front. It tastes of blackcurrant and choc-chip with dusty notes to the finish. Mid-
palate is juicy and jubey, in a seriously drinkable way, but the finish is neat and refined.”

Sunday Times Top Drops, Tony Love - AUG 2016


“A popular cabernet-shiraz-merlot blend with leafy, herbal notes, dark fruits and a chewy 
black olive savoury line. A great bargain to stash away.”

HuonHooke.com, Huon Hooke - JUL 2016

90 POINTS 
“Deep red/purple colour; there are blackberry and faintly banana-like aromas, with gentle 
briary influences. It’s full-bodied and supple, with ripe tannins and appealing after-grip. A 
solid, deep, fleshy wine of real charm and appeal. Well designed as a drink-now-or-keep 
style.”
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The Advertiser Top 100 Wines, Tony Love - JUL 2016

92 POINTS
“A much-loved South Aussie red, this is notably cabernet dominant (51 per cent) followed 
by 31 per cent shiraz and 12 per cent merlot, a modern expression of “claret” that hangs on 
to a leafy, herbal note to start, then shows dark fruits with a chewy black olive savoury line 
for good table compatibility. Great value and worth stashing a few away for a few years.”

Halliday Magazine, Campbell Mattinson - JUL 2016

“They’ve been making reds under the Church Block name for 40 or so years, but this 
cabernet-dominant version has started to steal the show in recent years. When people 
ask me for a ‘good red under $20’ my first question is usually, ‘Do you want to have a go 
hunting or do you want something that’s widely available?’ If it’s the latter, this 2014 vies 
for top of the list. It’s uncomplicated, but an exceptionally good drink, full of berries of 
choc-chip flavour.”

The Vinsomniac, Stuart Robinson - JUN 2016

89+ POINTS
“Heady, swirling aromatic mix on show here - smells powerful: deep, dark fruit - a little 
red jostling for position; it’s more damson/mulberry at this stage, oak, a little chocolate, 
savoury/seasoning. Full bodied, sweet fruit emanating, a little dusting of bitter cocoa, 
powdery tannin; touch of acid for balance - composed. Finishes powerfully: surge of fruit 
and toasty oak and drying tannin.”

Ciao Magazine, Windsor Dobbin - MAY 2016

“This is always reliably good but the 2014 vintage has produced a particularly impressive 
red. With a pedigree stretching back to 1972, this McLaren Vale wine is composed of 
cabernet sauvignon, shiraz and merlot grapes and it sings with impressive power, quality 
oak and the structure to age in the cellar, should you be tempted. I’d rather opt to enjoy 
this in its flamboyant youth and pair with a gourmet pizza or maybe some spaghetti al a 
matriciana.”


